Welcome to the USDLA 2020 Virtual Conference Exhibitor Scavenger Hunt!

Be sure to set up time in your schedule to meet our conference exhibitors supporting our conference via our Exhibit Hall Zoom Room...they all have much to share with you, particularly given the dynamically evolving needs in the distance learning space of late!

How to Play?...It’s So Easy...

1. Enter your name at the top of this page and the next.
2. Visit each of the Exhibitors in the Exhibit Hall Zoom Room.
3. Collect the Exhibitor specific Scavenger Hunt code, then enter it (in association with the Exhibitor’s logo) on your copy of the provided floor map (next page).
4. If you collect them all, try to decipher the phrase-that-‘pays’ and enter that into the spaces indicated below (fyi...some letters may be used more than once):

_ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

5. Then simply submit both completed pages as attachments to the following email time/date-stamped no later than 3:45pm EDT Thursday 7/23, then by 4:00 pm EDT that same day the winner will drawn/announced from those submitted (you need to be present to win):

dmusdla2020vconf@gmail.com

Any questions, don’t hesitate to enter the Registration Lobby/Support area for additional guidance!...Have fun!
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